Modularly assembled magnetite nanoparticles enhance in vivo targeting for magnetic resonance cancer imaging.
Modularly assembled targeting nanoparticles were synthesized through self-assembly of targeting moieties on surfaces of functional nanoparticles. Specific molecular recognition of nickel nitrilotriacetate on Fe3O4 nanoparticles with hexahistidine tag on RGD4C peptides results in precisely controlled orientation of the targeting peptides. Better selectivity of the self-assembled RGD4C-Fe3O4 nanoparticles targeting oral cancer cells than that achievable through a conventional chemical cross-link strategy was demonstrated by means of atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS). An oral cancer hamster model was applied to reveal specific in vivo targeting and MR molecular imaging contrast in cancer lesions expressing alphavbeta3 integrin. Both AAS and MRI revealed that the self-assembled nanoparticles improved the targeting efficiency and reduced the hepatic uptake as compared with the conventional chemical cross-link particles. We investigated the biosafety, biodistribution, and kinetics of the nanoparticles and found that the nanoparticles were significantly cleared from the liver and kidneys after one week. By recombining the desired targeting moiety and various functional nanoparticles through self-assembly, this new modularly designed platform has the capability of enhancing the efficiency of targeted diagnosis and therapies for a wide spectrum of biomedical applications.